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The bold ones learn fearlessly



Children Sleeping Room @ #HACKFORSWEDEN



Innovation is uncertainty
Most are overweighted in horizon 1 



From bell to shark fin: Threat and opportunity



Open innovation. Open APIs. Ecosystems. Startups.



Chaos vs order

Where’s the idea? What is it? 

Does it actually work?



Ideation Refinement/
selection

Incubation Portfolio of
future options

ValueGO

Chaos vs order



Operations
Performance engine

Efficient

Routines & rules

Rational decisions

Calculated results

Aimed at guarding the status quo

Short-term goals

Driven by the belief that current
operations keep the company alive

Innovation
Dedicated team

Unregulated

Experiments

Bold ideas

Unpredictable outcomes

Constantly challenging the status quo

Long-term goals

Driven by the belief that current
operations will not fuel growth forever

Managing fundamental tensions



New types of tests



Where to innovate: Design thinking and ecosystems



Inspiration
Book Airport Onboard Destination

Platform eats product for breakfast



Book flight

Contextual baggage info

Flight status

Proactive notifications

Boarding pass

Seat reminder

Chatbot @ SAS



Biohacking
Experimenting, Proof Test

Smoke Test, Wow Test



Two faces of AI: AI in testing. Testing AI.



A human hiding behind the system



“Does the system seem to be very reasonable? Does it 

almost seem like there’s a human hiding behind the 

system, interacting with me and making me feel 

comfortable? I get this sense that the system knows a lot 

about what I want and helps me get the thing that I want. … 

Next step is to systems that learn instead of being 

programmed.”

Danny Lange, VP of AI and ML, Unity Technologies

//Head of Machine Learning, Uber

//General Manager of Amazon Machine Learning 



AI

Neural 
networks

Machine 
learning

Deep 
learning

Swarm 
intelligence

Chat bots 
or voice 

bots

Speech 
recognition

Natural 
language 

generation

NLP

Biometrics

Image 
recognition

Video 
analysis

Computer 
vision

Virtual 
Agents

Robots

Drone 
colonies

Respond

Reason

Learn

Interact



Process Automation

50%

RPA. Automation of 

digital and physical 

tasks.

Example: transferring 

data from call center 

systems into databases, 

etc.

CognitiveInsight

35%

Predicting patterns in 

vast volumes of data and 

interpret its meaning.

Example: what a 

customer is likely to buy, 

etc.

CognitiveEngagement

15%

Engage with customers 

and employees using 

natural language 

processing, chatbots, 

conversational user 

interfaces, intelligent 

agents

AI in the enterprise





Decision tree learning

Association rule learning

Rule-based machine learning

Machine learning; Data science and mathematics plus…

Artificial neural networks

Bayesian networks



… unprecedented asynchronus processing power



Speech

Speech-to-text

Keyword spotting

Speaker recognition

Authentication

Text-to-speech, voice generation

Language
Entity recognition (individual, organization)

Topic/concept/phrase recognition

Intent extraction

Sentiment/emotion/tone analysis

Psychometric profiling (Myers-Briggs…)

Natural language understanding

Conversation

Map from intent to app actions

Pretrained chatbot templates

Social platform integration

Multiple language support

Knowledge

Cognitive search

Related concepts

Knowledge graphs

Deep learning

Self learning algorithms

Pattern recognition

… plus APIs in the cloud

Vision

Image/video classification

Content moderation

Face recognition/analysis

Visual search



Daniela Rus

Professor, Director, MIT Computer Science & Artificial Intelligence Lab

“We aim to develop the science 

of autonomy toward a future 

with robots and AI systems 

integrated into everyday life, 

supporting people with cognitive 

and physical tasks.”





Dog or chicken nuggets? Dog or muffin?

Yet even ”simple” image recognition can be difficult



”AI will substantially transform our

business within three years!”

75% of 250 executives familiar with their

organization’s use of cognitive technology

Highly ambitious moon shots are

less likely to be successful than

”low hanging fruit” projects that

enhance business process.

152 projects studied

HBR2018

The necessity of bimodal



Data is only half of what AI needs!



First wave (Record): WinRunner, QTP

Second wave (Program): Selenium, Cucumber

Third wave (AI): Applitools, Testim, Test.AI 

AI drives the third wave of automation



”Ett systems förmåga till självlärande eller 

människolikt beteende säger ingenting om dess 

egentliga medvetande. … Inom 

neurovetenskapen idag forskas det på i vilka 

delar av hjärnan som på något sätt är 

inblandade men vi vet inte idag hur 

medvetande uppkommer.”

Peter Århem

Neurofysiolog och Professor

Karolinska institutet, Neurovetenskapliga 

institutionen



Continuously updated and self learning



1) Research Goal: The goal of AI research should be to 

create not undirected intelligence, but beneficial 

intelligence.

7) Failure Transparency: If an AI system causes harm, it 

should be possible to ascertain why.

11) Human Values: AI systems should be designed and 

operated so as to be compatible with ideals of human 

dignity, rights, freedoms, and cultural diversity.

12) Personal Privacy: People should have the right to 

access, manage and control the data they generate, given 

AI systems’ power to analyze and utilize that data.

14) Shared Benefit: AI technologies should benefit and 

empower as many people as possible.

ASILOMAR 23 AI PRINCIPLES

The most important new test types?





Build your organization’s cognitive capabilities

Understand the technologies

Maintain a bimodal portfolio

Design ethically

Be chidlike

Next steps: AI First


